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GENERAL OVERVIEW
—
The whole world of public relations is currently
shot through with transformative change. The
word “advertising,” still on the lips of many today,
represents a misnomer and, in any event, refers
to only one of many communication techniques
in a much more complex and specialized milieu.
Traditionally sought-after skill sets are being
redesigned to meet the far-reaching changes in
enterprise, in the market, and in brand-oriented
consumption. To meet this demand, UNA – Aziende
della Comunicazione Unite and POLI.design have
launched the Brand Communication: Designing,
Building, and Managing a Brand Specializing
Master as a way to enhance the role of the
communication consultant, thus establishing common
ground between skills that belong to the field of
communication and those that belong to the most
innovative fields at the Politecnico di Milano. The
Specializing Master aims to employ the proper tools
to manage the ongoing changes and fill a need to
coordinate strategic thinking for the brand, at whose
heart lies brand equity.

TRAINING OBJECTIVES
—
The Specializing Master intends to train professionals
with coordination skills of communication projects
that develop in companies, in relation to strategic
areas, in the presence of new technological contexts.
The training process will cover all aspects of the
communication project and, in particular, will deal
with providing participants with all the elements that
make it possible to build and manage the brand (brand
equity), the true heart of the communication process.

32
students

16
months
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1700
hours

Participants will be placed in communication agencies
and companies or in manufacturing companies, in the
tasks related to strategic communication processes.

Specializing Master

€13.000
cost

DIDACTIC PL AN
—
The Brand Communication Specializing Master is
structured as follows:
• Classroom lessons, whether prerequisite or
specialist, are taught by highly qualified faculty from
the Politecnico di Milano, from communication
enterprises, and from the brand owners. This segment
allows students to cut to the quick of communication
professionalism by understanding its rationales,
techniques, and dynamics. It is the start of the
process of organizing and managing communication,
i.e. the very subject of the Brand Communication
Specializing Master.
• Seminars bring in special witnesses, insiders in
the world of communication. Students come into
direct contact with the leading players in enterprise
communication.
• Project work turns the classroom into a series of
ateliers where small groups build communication
designs through metadesign analysis and by making a
brief. This segment ushers students into the Master
design work with actual simulations of marketing
campaigns and the concomitant need to optimize the
communication mix so goals will be attained. The aim
of the project will be to identify the strategic concept
of the brand. Groups of students, guided by experts,
will compete to create the best marketing campaign.
• Internship that will run for about three months
at companies affiliated with ASSOCOM and
manufacturers. It enables students to transfer the
skills acquired during the Master under the mentoring
of experts with long experience as professionals in
communication agencies.

FACULT Y
—
Scientific Director

TITLE RELEASED
—
Specializing Master Diploma in “Brand
Communication: Planning, Building, and Managing a
Brand” from the Politecnico di Milano.
The Specializing Master grants 60 CFU, equivalent to
60 ECTS
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
—
The exit profile is that of a communication
professional, able to coordinate and supervise
communication processes. Participants will acquire
vision, organization and management skills of
complex communication projects, transversal
skills and knowledge of the economic dynamics of
contemporary markets. They will also refine the
ability to grasp trends, fashions, customs, individual
and collective behaviors, in a continuous process of
learning and transferring the skills acquired.
Current market demand tends to identify a
professional figure able to dialogue with other
professional figures on the entire communication
process and, in particular, a figure who: fully knows
all the nuances of communication activities, is able
to guarantee the achievement of communication
objectives, is able to face a process of rationalization
without renouncing the emotional aspects of
communication, is able to grasp the trends and
communication needs that society expresses, is
aware of the ethical dimension of communication.
Participants will address the different areas of the
brand’s strategic construction and communication
project, through the study of skills in the various
functions: Account, Strategic Planner, and Media
Planner.

Francesca Piredda

Founder and Senior
Advisor

Marisa Galbiati

Vice Director

Mariana Ciancia
BRAND COMMUNICATION
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Account
The account is the person who deals with
communicating with the customer, collecting and
interpreting their requests, and proposing the
agency’s responses to these requests. The information
that comes from the client (research, marketing
and product data) and that internal to the agency
(research, market studies, etc.) are used to draw
up a strategic communication plan. The account is
configured as the manager of the brand within the
agency, and of the communication task towards the
client.
Strategic Planner
The strategic planner has the main task of preparing
the conceptual and strategic path of communication
using the information on the market at his disposal
(tastes, trends, evolution of fashions and trends,
competitors and targets), summarizing them and
making them useful for defining the most suitable
position. correct and memorable of the brand,
product or company, in the mind of those who have
an interest in them. Person of great experience who
has knowledge not only of the markets (marketing),
but also of the ways in which consumers or people in
general behave in the territory and space identified
(psychology and sociology of communication).
Media Planner
The Media Planner has the task of defining the
methods of distribution of the communication
message on the channels. The professional activity
is carried out by carrying out a series of analyzes
before (definition of a media strategy and media
buying), during (monitoring of activities) and after
the realization of an advertising campaign (evaluation
of results). The media planner will go to work in media
centers or advertising dealerships.
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REQUIREMENTS
—
The Specializing Master is reserved for candidates
in possession of a University Diploma or Laurea
V.O., Laurea or Specialistic / Master’s Degree N.O.
in Engineering, Architecture, Industrial Design,
Economics, humanities or technical-scientific
disciplines. Equivalent qualifications will be considered
for foreign candidates in the respective academic
systems.
The selections will take place in chronological order
with respect to the date of receipt of the application,
until all available places are exhausted. The selection
will be made by the Commission. Candidates will be
able to participate in one of the online presentation /
selection days scheduled during the year.
DEADLINES
—
To take part to the selection process, the application
form must be completed online within the following
deadlines:
• For Italian / foreign citizens with a qualification
obtained in Italy within 22 September 2022,
• For Extra U.E. citizens within 22 August, 2022.
PRICE
—
The cost of the Specializing Master is 13.000 €
Exempt from VAT under Article 10 of DPR 633/72.
(12.500 € participation fee + 500 € registration fee
at Politecnico di Milano)
PARTNERS
—

Specializing Master

CONTACTS
—
POLI.design
Politecnico di Milano / Campus Bovisa
Via Don Giovanni Verità, 25
20158 — Milano
T. 02 2399 7206
e-mail: hello@polidesign.net
https://www.polidesign.net/en/formazione/business-design/master--brand-extension/

